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Aflaming
challenge
Men's Panther baseball team
will face Illinois-Chicago's
Flames on the road today.
Page 12 SPORTS

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Executive board
candidates
meet in debate
By Brian O'Malley
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The 12 candidates for the
Student Government executive
board met in a debate Monday to
inform students of their platforms.
Student Body President Caleb
Judy gave each candidate 1 minute
to present his or her basic ideas
and reasons for running before the
members of the audience asked
them questions.
The four students running for
student body president are Kevin
Leverence, junior psychology
major of an independent party;
Chris Getty, junior speech communication major of the United
Campus Party; Kevin Coulton,
sophomore computer sciences
major of the independent United
Student-Union Reform Party; and
Lisa Flam, senior speech communication and journalism major of
the Campus Connected Party.
Leverence said he is a member
of the Residence Hall Association
and would like to bring them
together with the Student
Government on a regular basis.
"RHA and
the
Student
Government are constantly working towards the same goal, but not
working together," Leverence said.
"We should work as a combined
force."
Leverence said the best place to
start keeping students informed
is on campus.
"The resident population is the
easiest group to access," he said.
"It's the biggest way to start
keeping the students informed."
Getty said he wants students to
think of the Student Government
as a higher body on campus.
"The Student Government
itself is close to being a joke,"
Getty said. " If you go to a Student
Senate meeting you'll be surprised that these are our student
leaders."
Getty said he wants to make
several changes to the current
Student Government.
"Student Government needs a
jump start," he said. "It needs

The lowdown on
where you can vote
+ Coleman Hall: Northeast
stair well on the second floor
+Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union: Near the
food court
+ Taylor Hall: Adjacent to front
desk

new people in the positions they
have right now."
Coulton said he thinks the
administration needs to give the
student body more support.
"I think the administration is
not entirely looking out for the
best interest of the students,"
Coulton said. "I
want to make
sure the adminMore inside
istration is kept
+The Daily
Eastern News'
in check and
Editorial Board
the
students
announces its
know
what's
endorsements
going on."
Page 5
Coulton said
he would like to
improve
the
living situation
for on-campus students.
"The residence halls don't seem
like a great place to live," he said.
"I would like to see a filter system
installed to ensure that the water
quality is much better."
Flam said she would like to
increase
an
understanding
between the students and the
Student Government.
"The students don't know
exactly what the Student
Government does for them,"
Flam said. "We need to develop
more of a relationship between
the Student Government and the
students.
Flam said she wants students to
SE E DEBATE
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Lisa Flam, senior speech communications and journalism major, speaks Monday evening during the Student

Government debate in the Bridge Lounge of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. Flam is running for
Student Body President.

MLK tribute plans are shelved
By Brittany Robson
ACTIVITIES EDIT OR

So smooth
John Morton (right) and Ross Bennett, university carpenters, remove a balcony Monday afternoon from the west side of the Ringenberg building of University Court. The work is being
done to replace wood worn down from normal weather deterioration.

The Martin Luther King Jr.
tribute plans, Alpha Phi
Alpha's part in Greek Week
and Unity Week, were not
displayed Monday night .
Jeff Collier chair of the
Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee said the
plans were to be unveiled
Wednesday but now will
not happen until after this
semester.
" I don't know what
Alpha Phi Alpha is talking
about. The unveiling was
set for Wednesday but will
not happen this semester
because the plans are not
ready yet," Collier said.
Willie Bess, president of
Alpha Phi Alpha said there
was mix up and confusion
but the plans will not be

unveiled this year.
Lisa Flam, student vice
president for student
affairs said plans were set
for Monday and then
pushed back to Wednesday
and now the plans will not
be unveiled this semester
at all.
"We set the plans for this
week because it is Unity
Week and we thought
because of the nature of
the week it would be nice
to coordinate the unveiling
with the students who went
to Atlanta," Flam said.
Shirley Stewart, vice
president for student
affairs, gave $8,000 to
Student Government for a
Martin Luther King Jr.
memorial. Collier said
Student Government has
the money but is now
deciding the final plans of

the memorial.
"Caleb (Judy) and I will
work together this summer to finish the plans." he
said. "We are designing it
on the computer right now.
We have seven pictures of
Dr. King we are going to
use."
"There are going to be
quotes from King with the
pictures along with a time
line," Collier said.
The time line will
include side by side events
of what happened in King's
life and what was happening at Eastern at the specific time.
"For example in 1969
King delivered his I have a
dream speech. We will have
that on a time line and also
have what events were happening at Eastern at that
time," Collier said.
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Heather Sprinz, junior elementary education major, looks at the Clothesline Project exhibit in "Beyond Words," the Museum of Oppression, Monday night in Pemberton Hall. The museum will
be open from 12-9 p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.

Display helps educate others on oppression
By Brittany Robson
AC TI VITIE S EDIT OR

An opportunity to experience the
various oppressions of people
throughout
history
began
Monday.
"Beyond Words: A Museum of
Oppression" opened at noon
Monday in Pemberton Hall.
The museum features a number of different booths that educate viewers on different types
of oppression that have occurred
in the United States.
"Each experience is set up differently, some are media based
others are very interactive," said

Bill Kolacek the Resident
Director of Taylor Hall who
helped the event get off the
ground. "All the experiences are
more then just tables with papers
or display boards."
Kolacek said there are 14 different experiences ranging from sexual oppression and the Holocaust
to people with disabilities and
more. He said months of planning
and work by several students per
exhibit went into creating the
museum.
"This is the third-annual Beyond
Words," he said. "I think that people are more aware of oppression
in our society and world wide after

they experience this."
Kolacek said he was the one who
started Beyond Words. He heard
about it in graduate school and initiated it on campus. When he came
to Eastern, he chaired the multicultural committee for housing
and dining where he pitched the
idea.
"The first year was had about
800 people come," Kolacek said.
"Last year we had about 1,100,
so it keeps getting bigger and
bigger each year."
Kolacek encourages not just
students to go to the event, but
also faculty and community
members.

Erin Steben, sophomore family and consumer sciences
major, said she decided to be a
part of Beyond Words after she
went to the event last year.
" It was really intense and
impacted me a lot." she said, "I
had tears after I went though
it."
Steben was involved in two
experiences: body image and
religion. She said that with the
body image experience, men,
women and children are
involved.
"We talked about eating disorders, anorexia and bulimia," she
said. "We focused on younger

children and their image in the
media.
"Many girls think they have
to be like Britney Spears or
Christina Aguilera."
Steben said some experiences
like body image were done with
group collaboration and others,
like the religion experience,
people worked on individually.
"I had a good time working on
this and also formed some
strong bonds with people,"
Steben said.
The Museum of Oppression
will continue from noon until 9
p.m. Tuesday and Wednesday.

Speaker will emphasize the importance of authenticity
By Brittany Robson
AC TI VITIE S EDIT OR

As a part of Eastern's Unity
Week, EIUnity is bringing to
campus Jonathan Sprinkles, a
man who dedicates himself to
"teaching beautiful people to act
like it."
Sprinkles' father died when he
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published daly Monday through Friday, In
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was 15 causing him to buy into
the negative stereotypes and
environmental pressures that
lead to a low self-image and minimal expectations, according to a
press release.
In his lectures, Sprinkles tells
stories about his struggles with
self-limiting beliefs and self-sabotaging habits, encouraging peo-

ple to be authentic in their
approach to life.
Sprinkles blends his story
along with the professional lessons he learned during a successful career as a senior
account manager with Dell
Computer Corporation to produce talks that compel people to
stand strong and take pride in

the power of their life's journey.
Sprinkles' motto is, "You
were born an original, don't live
like a copy." Sprinkles has been
recognized as a three-time honoree of the top 10 Most
Upstanding Men award by the
African
American Culture
Committee, Dean's Dozen and
the Barbara Jordan Leadership

Award winner.
Bill Kolacek the resident
director of Taylor Hall and
adviser of EIUnity
said
Sprinkles has a great message to
give.
" I've seen him before and
enjoyed his message and
thought he would be great to
have at Eastern," Kolacek said.
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In Monday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News the times for upcoming "Navy Pier" showings were
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at 7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday at
the Thrble Arts Center.
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The name of the male tennis
player in Monday's tennis photo
cutline is Brandon Blankenbaker,
the News regrets the error.

SUGGESTIONS
If you have any suggestions or
ideas for articles you would like to
see in The News, feel free to contact us at 581-2812 or jpchambers@eiu.edu
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ROTC distributes
gun locks to boost
local child safety
• Two organi zations help
ROTC program acqui re
security locks, educate
locals about gun safety
By Evan Hill
CAMPUS EDITOR

With child safety in mind, the
Student Association for Family and
Consumer Sciences donated 180
child safety gun locks, with the
opportunity to
receive more
if needed, to
Lock It Up
Eastern ' s
Eight-inch
Army ROTC
program.
gun lock
Brenda
chains are
Ingles, a senior
good for:
and
family
consumer sci+ any kind
ences major
and member
of pistol
of SAFCS, said
+ pumpthe gun locks
were donated
action
by the Illinois
Coalition for
shotguns
Community
+ selected
Service in conjunction with
types of
Lt. Gov. Pat
Quinn's office.
revolvers
Ingles said
two
groups
"are working
to distribute
these locks to
prevent handgun accidents involving children."
The student association will also

SPRING

be teaching several middle school
classes about firearm safety,
Ingles said.
Major David John, enrollment
officer for ROTC, said the locks
are similar to bicycle locks: about
eight inches of chain with a protective coating.
"I've been giving them to some
friends and families in the local
community," John said.
However, John said he would not
be using the locks with the ROTC's
guns kept on campus because the
ROTC guns are under the double
security lock of an approved
Mosler safe.
John said the locks can be used
for any type of pistol, pump-action
shotguns and even some types of
revolvers.
"This is an efficient way to prevent the weapon from actual discharge," he said.
Ingles said SAFCS and ICCS
pooled resources to secure the gun
lock donations.
"We joined forces to donate the
gun locks to Major John of the
ROTC to have them distribute
them to anyone involved with
EIU," Ingles said. "Many area
police and sheriff departments
have these to pass out also, but
many people are uncomfortable
going in to get these gun locks."
Ingles said the distribution of
the gun locks is important "so that
young children will not have
access to guns that can cause
harmful or deadly accidents.
"We are also hoping to increase
community awareness of gun safety."

Haitian history
Roy Lanham, campus minister at Newman Catholic Center, speaks Monday night in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union. Lanham s poke about the history and issues of
Haiti to kick off the beginning of Haiti Solidarity Week.

E-mail mishap spurs EIU spirit
By John Jasper
STAFF WR ITER

Eastern Illinois University
alumni may have found a new use
for spam. No, not the delicious
treat from Hormel, but the spam
that arrives in an e-mail in box.
Nearly one month ago, several
Eastern alumni began receiving
mass e-mails to their accounts and
questioning the university.
"People didn't really have complaints, they were more concerned," said Steve Rich of the
Eastern
Illinois
University
Alumni Association.

The e-mails were a result of a
virus in one person's computer
that began sending e-mails to
everyone on the listserv.
Rich said it is not their policy, as
many universities do, to sell email addresses for a profit. The
Alumni Association sends out emails regarding campus news,
invitations to campus events and
business information.
Several alumni took this negative and made it a positive, Rich
said. Realizing that these e-mails
were reaching alumni, people
began sending out e-mails like
"Go Class of '93!"

According to Rich, a group of
alumni living in the Dallas area
found each other and have since
organized an EIU alumni reunion
for everyone who lives in that
area.
"'Ihtst EIU grads to take a spam
crisis and turn it into a reunion,"
said Peggy Stankoven, an Eastern
alumna.
Alumni are not automatically
added to the Alumni Association
directory. It is up to graduating
students to sign up and make their
information available on the listserv for other alumni to reference.

PLAY

Shakespeare's mystic love play to enchant Eastern audiences
• Costumes made ofsoda
cans, other r ecyclable
materials make this
treatment anythi ng but
classic
By Michael Schroeder
CITY RE POR TER

William Shakespeare's "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" will
open at 7 p.m. Wednesday at the
Village Theatre as the university's
spring theater production.
Director of the play, Jean
Wolski, said it is a story about
"misplaced love and finding your
true mate with a little help from
magic."
She said the play is performed
often and every interpretation is

different.
Eastern's interpretation, which
consists of costumes and props
made of pop cans, old zippers,
measuring tapes and other recyclables, is very unique; however
the unusual wardrobe and props
are a result of an unfortunate incident last summer.
Wolski said the theater department and s tudents decided on "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" as a
spring play more than a year ago.
When students returned to campus in August, they discovered the
costume storage trailer's cooler
broke, causing all the costumes to
mold, she said.
The department met to figure
out what they could do and decided against renting costumes, she
said.
Wolski said because the world
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream"

Bizarre Bard Bits
+ More than 600 bird references appear in Shakespeare's works
+ 24 pipe pieces found near Shakespeare's home might have been
used to smoke marijuana, cocaine and other illegal substances
+ Richard II and King John are the two Shakespearean plays that
contain no prose
SOURC E: WWW.SHAK ESPEAR E.ABOU T. CO M

is a fantasy world, they decided to
use their imaginations and create
the costumes.
"We are thrust into a world
where nothing is as we see. We
thought, 'What could we use?"'
Wolski said of the costume production process.
"All props and costumes are
things we see everyday, every-

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

Spring Clearance Sale is Here!
Great buys for 25°/o-75°/o off
Sa le Runs From Monday, Apri!J9fh- Saturday, May 8th
Store Ho urs:
Monday Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8 :00am to 4:30pm
S aturday !O:OOam to 4:00pm
S unday 1:00pm to 5:00pm

Pho n e (217) 581-58 2 1
Fax (217) 581- 662 5

where," she said.
The costumes have resulted in
the play not being the traditional
"light and airy fairy" interpretations.
"It's more nasty," Wolski said.
"With nasty little creatures
The play has a cast of 21 students to fill the various roles of
young lovers, fairies and rustics.

Of the 21 students, three are
seniors making their final performance. Amber Wagner plays
Hermia, a young lover. Hippolyta,
the Queen of the Amazons, is
played by Katie Luchtefeld, while
Chris Yonke plays Bottom the
Weaver.
In addition to the 7 p.m.
Wednesday show, there are shows
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday
at 7 p.m. with a Sunday matinee at
2p.m.
The cost to attend is $3.50 for
students, $6 for faculty and seniors and $8 for other adults. The
show will be performed at The
Village Theatre on 18th Street
north of Lincoln Avenue.
For more information about
tickets, the ticket office can be
contacted between 2-6 p.m
Monday through Friday at 5813110.

Spring Time
Stusday
$1 .75 Corona
$2.50 22oz. Miller Lite
$3.00 Margaritas
No Cover/
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Bring back the oranges and juice

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Editorial board
John Chambers, Editor in chief
Matt Meinheit, Managing editor
Matt Williams, News editor
Carly Mullady, Associate news editor
Jennifer Chiariello, Editorial page editor
Matthew Stevens, Sports editor
jpchambers@eiu.edu

Matt Williams
News editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

EDIT O RIAL

Coaching
staff should
help search
The Daily Eastern News would first like to
commend head volleyball coach Brenda
Winkeler for coming to the open meeting last
week held to introduce women's basketball
head coaching candidate Steve Bruce. Winkeler
made the effort as a member of the Eastern
coaching staff to take part in the process,
actively finding the right person to join her as a
colleague.
Winkeler is the only member of the coaching
staff who can be applauded because she was
the only one in the
At issue
Panther Club Room.
Volleyball
Coach
It's understandable
Brenda Winkeler was
the athletic coaches are
the only member of
also teachers and
the coaching staff
administrators on cam- present at the open
meeting for women's
pus but one would like
to think that they could basketball head
coaching candidate
try their best to make
Steve Bruce.
an appearance to at
Our stance
least show unity among More members of
the Panther coaching
the coaching staff
should have been
staff.
present and express
This is not to say our
interest
in the search.
coaches don't care
about issues like this
because they have proven in the past they do.
Women's soccer head coach Steve Ballard goes
the extra mile to make his presence felt at athletic administration functions and other coaches have done positive things for charitable
organizations.
At last week's meeting, the Panther coaching
staff was not very well depicted and hopefully
this won't become a pattern.
Bruce stressed during his speech that getting
people involved would be key to rebuilding the
women's basketball program and it starts with
the coaches and administrators showing interest. It takes those people to initially care before
fans will begin to come to Lantz Arena to show
support.
The coaching staff should work these open
meetings into their schedule because it's important to show the candidates that Eastern is a
friendly environment for employees. Also,
Winkeler made sure to ask a pair of questions
to further inform herself on what she is looking
for in a coach. It would certainly help the
search committee to hear suggestions from our
current coaching staff because these are the
people who will be working with the selected
candidate directly. It's the search committee
that has been going through applications and
reviewing qualifications for weeks and their
effort certainly deserves appreciation from the
athletic coaching staff and to do that, it's essential to show up for open meetings.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the

Daily Eastern News editorial board.

Williams also is a
junior journalism
major
He can be reached at
mmwaliams1220@aol.
com

The Park Ridge Recreation
and Park District may have the
right idea in how to treat childhood obesity.
As Park District
Commissioner Bob Trizna sat
and watched post-game activities of youth sporting events and
he saw way too many treats and
snacks awarded to players who
he thought didn't do enough
exercise to burn off what they
were eating.
In action, he and other board
members asked parents to not
hand out goodies after games
because kids were becoming
more interested, the treat than
the game itself, according to a
Saturday Chicago Tribune article.
Is this what the idea of youth
sports has come to? I can't
imagine a Snickers bar and a
can of Pepsi being more important than playing the sport, but
some of these kids would actually consider quitting if snacks
weren't offered.
Eleven-year-old Josh Goll was
quoted in the story as saying, "I
would not play," if snacks were
taken from the agenda of his
youth soccer games.
That remark is just appalling.
What happened to the good ol'
days of orange slices and juice
boxes?
It is kids like Goll who up the
obesity rate of children at an
alarming rate. According to the
American Obesity Association;
more than 30 percent of kids at
the ages between 6 and 11 are

"I can't imagine a
Snickers bar and a can
of Pepsi being more
important than playing
the sport, but some of
these kids would
actually consider
quitting if snacks
weren't offered."
overweight and more than 15
percent are obese. That figure is
almost 4 percent higher than the
study taken from 1988 to 1994.
I remember when I played
youth soccer and kids would get
excited over oranges and
grapes. Each week a different
player was responsible for
bringing what we considered a
treat. I lived for putting on my
uniform every Saturday morning to go play, and the last thing
on my mind was what type of
snack one of the moms would
bring.
Now kids are threatening to
hold out if they don't get anything or bother coaches during
the game about what kind of
snack they will be getting.
"I've had kids in the 4th
inning say, 'What are we gonna
have,"' said John Koutnik, a
youth baseball coach, quoted in
the Tribune.
These aren't contract negotia-

tions or anything. They are
snacks. I thought being a part of
a team and getting to take part
in something fun would be
rewarding enough.
Kids these days are more concerned with eating sweets and
playing video games to pick up a
bat or strap on some shin
guards.
Youth sports should be one of
the favorite things for a child to
do because it offers so much for
those who get involved. I'm now
21 years old and one of the
things I miss most about being a
kid is playing organized sports.
Being involved in athletics
teaches teamwork and allows
kids to socialize with others of
their own age group, all while
learning the importance of exercise.
More youth sport organizations should look closely at what
Park Ridge is trying to do and
make the games more about
playing than snacking.
It's OK to give players something, but it all depends on what
they are given. Candy bars may
be nice for an occasional snack,
but bring something healthier
such as orange slices and
grapes. I ate them for my many
years playing Bruce Samlan
youth soccer and so can these
kids.
There needs to be some sort
of standard set before youth
sports are full of kids sitting on
the sidelines with chocolate
melted to their chubby little
hands.

...... .. .
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U.S. ignorant to state of terrorism
1b present babble in
Washington DC over the
detection and/or prevention
of 9/11 by politicians
reminds one of old-time religious and monarchical
intrigues. How so, it's again
that scurrilous "blame"
game redone and choreographed to the rhythm of oil
and money, ad nauseum.
In order to think logically
about how humanity is now
socially organized and using
the dialectical paradigm
within colonialism, one must
dissect how it works.
Primitive colonialism was
of necessity driven by overpopulation of sedentary peoples and the need for more
space in order to accommodate the overflow.
Coincidentally, nomads were
no real problem for sedentary colonists, since they,
the nomads, just hit and ran.
The real dynamic occurred
when one sedentary group
rubbed against another. In
so-called modern times it is
rather easy to observe the

synthesis of sedentary society as we know it now, i.e.
toxic urbanization.
The last 500 years of
socialization is continuing to
wrack all of humanity and
its efforts to survive the
process, which are as
diverse as there are cultures.
Presently, the U.S. population reels in bewilderment
by so-called terrorism; thus
swallowing the lie that they,
the terrorist, hate
Westerners collectively and
reject our lifestyle. The
truth is that they (Semitic
peoples) just want to be left
alone and in charge of their
own social affairs and natural resources, and not to be
forced into accepting the
social moralities of western
capitalistic paradigms.
When the social fascist
Paul Wolfowitz and Karl
Rove (a die hard Calvinist)
decided upon a unilateral
policy of neocolonial hawkishness toward Arabic peoples (1988), i.e. military vio-

lence and assassination were
to be an active foreign policy (2000). Thus the Arab's
responding to this criminality in the only way they know
how, and just as did Hindu
peoples upon British colonialist (18th - 19th centuries)
by covert bombs, is maximizing the issue in real time.
America, by using the synthesis of hegemony and
international social disorder,
while its own populace
remains ignorant and culpable enjoying colonialisms illgotten gains and its phantoms of consumerism, sanctifying the measured
Western terrorism that provides the illusion of material
and social continuity.
Finally, a culpable population(the West) is psychologically torn. Knowing the guilt

of participation in criminal
colonial enterprises but
addicted to its momentary
pleasures, do day-by-day
hide in the shadows of fear
and loathing, unable to
respond to the obvious truth
of their parasitism, innate in
every human mind.
Example, who is it that can
look into the hallow eyes of a
starving Zimbabwean baby
and not try to understand
how it all happens.
Deprivation, whether social,
political, spiritual or economic, always manifests
itself physiologically, proof
that no vacuum exists within
colonialism, and by definition, terrorism doesn't
either.
Michael Strange,
Charleston resident

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and intemational issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name, tel ephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-681 -2923; or a-mailed to jpchambers@eiu,edu.
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Vote experience, fresh faces today, Wednesday
Editor's note: These endorsements were decided by The Daily
Eastern News' spring 2004 editorial board. The board, comprised of
editor in chief John Chambers,
managing editor Matt Meinheit,
news editor Matt Williams, associate news editor early Mullady, editorial page editor Jennifer
Chiariello and sports editor
Matthew Stevens, met with the
election candidates.
Members of the board chose to
endorse individuals, not campaign
parties,
for
the
Student
Government elections Thesday and
Wednesday.

Election breakdown:
+ Date: Tuesday and
Wednesday

+ Time: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m .
+ Where: voting booths located in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and Coleman
and Carman halls

Student Body President:
.lJisaFlam
Lisa Flam, the current student
vice president for student affairs,
has held her position for the past
two years. Her campaign ideas are
based on the experience that comes
with years of working with the
Student Government and Student
Senate. Flam will tell you herself
that this isn't her "first rodeo."
The position of student body
president has the most candidates
campaigning for it than any of the
other executive positions, but what
qualifies Flam is experience. The
same can at least be said for the
rest of her party, Campus Change.
Flam went into her current position with plans to begin the Student
Leadership Council that will help
fund recognized student organiza-

Lisa Flam

Adam Howell

tions. The council has been organized for several months and coordinators have been selected.
Members of her party have
brought forth examples of how
other schools afford to fund the
RSOs and funding remains a goal
Flam plans to work toward.
Flam said the council will help
define the position of student vice
president for student affairs, and
as president, she will help maintain
the council's goals.
Flam also plans to work toward
developing SPIN, a Web site with
message boards and other features
that would allow students to be
more involved in the university
community and stay aware of what
Student Government is doing. She
would also like to raise awareness
of Eastern traditions, but didn't
provide many examples of how to
do it.
Flam did name plans to expand
on the annual RSO Fair. With some
planning, this idea could educate
RSO members to really promote
their groups and not sit behind
the
fair.
tables
during
Flam's enthusiasm and solid experience made her a clear candidate
for the position.

Execuiive Vice President:
Adam H owell
Howell, the current chair of the
senate Shuttle Bus Committee and
member of the United Campus

JCMiller

party, did not seem like an obvious
choice for the position, but his
ambition and campaign goals make
him the right candidate. He has two
year's experience on the Student
Senate and was named senate
member of the year fall semester.
Howell sees the position as a
public affairs position, representing students in front of the Board
of Trustees, Charleston city government and state. His attendance
record only on the Student Senate
is far better than his opponent Kyle
Donash's record of attendance at
Charleston City Council meetings.
Donash has rarely shown up at the
meetings as chair of the senate
external relations committee and
Charleston City Council liaison to
represent students.
Howell and Donash have similar
goals for the position, but Howell
articulated stronger courses of
action.
Howell would like to expand the
Student Action Team to recruit students from all campus areas and
the EIU Parent's Club. He wants to
work with Charleston representatives to improve relations between
the city and university, helping
bring business developments such
as a 24-hour restaurant. He is also
planning for more events and activities to s trengthen the Student
Government's initiatives to register students to vote.
Simply knowing the facts and
showing up to meet with city representatives would be an improve-

Nikki Kull

ment over his opponent, two clear
reasons for The News' endorsement.

Student Vice President fm·
Academic Affairs: JC

Student Vice President for
Business Affai1·s:

Millm·

NikkiKull

This position had three candidates, the second highest number
running for a single executive position. Miller showed an intense
devotion to researching her campaign stances and checking the feasibility of her platform well before
the election process. Miller now
serves on the senate.
She has centered her goals
toward concerns that will affect a
large majority of students. Miller
would like all professors to place a
syllabus from each of their classes
on a Web site that can be linked
through the university. This would
help students know what they're
getting into when singing up for a
class, and the site could even be
used to see why students drop the
classes they do.
She is also working toward forming a more helpful scholarship
database and organizing cocurricular transcripts, which allows
Eastern to list all of a student's university activities on their transcripts.
Miller's involvement in the
Residence
Hall
Association
Andrews Hall Council, University
Board , Habitat for Humanity and
other university groups made her
an even more stronger candidate
for The News to endorse.

This is a position that especially
caters to a need for experience.
Kull, the current chair of the senate
Tuition
and
Fee
Review
Committee, has proven an interest
in the reasons and facts behind
tuition and fee increases and has
done the research this semester to
pave the way for next year.
serves
on
the
Kull
Apportionment Board and questioned why the student fee-funded
boards were using estimated student usage numbers for their programs to obtain funds from the AB.
The boards were not supposed to
use the varied figures.
Kull comes off as a candidate
willing to investigate. She plans to
look at why students taking summer classes pay fees for services
that aren't provided them over the
summer months as well as a series
of other plans to let students know
what they are paying for.
Kull's interest in the Student
Leadership Council made her an
even s tronger candidate. Her
research will benefit the Campus
Change party as she plans to fund
RSOs by reallocating student fees
instead of creating or increasing
current fees.

Other candidates lack experience, formulated plans
Editor's note: The Daily Eastern
News chose not to make endorsements for one uncontested Student
Government race because of time
conflicts. Each candidate's platform was reported in The News
prior to the election debate or as
part of the debate coverage.
Matt Kulp is running unopposed
for s tudent vice president for s tudent affairs. He is a member of
the Campus Connected party.
Endorsing a candidate for student body president was the most
difficult race to recommend. The
other three candidates, Kevin

Leverence, Chris Getty and Kevin
Coulton, running under t he
United Student-Union Reform
party, had several ideas for
change, but lacked the experience
and planning that would have
been needed to implement them.
Getty has held several positions
in the Interfraternity Council and
was president of his high school
class for three years. He was a
welcome fresh face to the race,
suggesting ideas such as combining the goals of the Student
Government executives more
closely with those of Student
Senate members. But his lack of

LAST DAY TO PURCHASE KRISPY KREME
DOUGHNUTS THIS SPRING

Tuesday, May 4, 2004
THE UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON 'T MISS OUT!!!

Chris Getty

Alecia Robinson

experience set him slightly behind
the endorsed opponent, despite his
positive qualities.
Getty, running with the United

Campus party, reflected a lack of
experience with the Student
Government that's seen in Jared
Dehority, running for s tudent vice

LAOIES; GET YOUR SUMMER SUPPLY NOW!
Women who purchase contraceptives from
Eastem ,s Health Service Pharmacy need to place
orders for summer supplies. Students not enrolled
in Summer Session classes need to purchase
contraceptives at the Health Service by June lith.

PLEASE ORDER EARLYTO BEATTHE RUSH!
Orders may be place d by phoning 581-7779

GREAT LOW PRICES!!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.00 Half dozen
$ .45 Single Donut

Great Low Prices!!!
Every Thursday at 7am
Call 58 1-3616 to place
your order
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Supporting EIU Athletics for over 50 years
Locally owned & operated
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president for business affairs, and
Dirk Muffler, running for student
vice president for academic
affairs under the same party
name.
Alecia Robinson has served on
the senate for two years and is
running with the Campus
Connected party. She had similar
ideas to Miller, but lacked the
enthusiasm. She is in favor of
making it easier for students to
apply for scholarships, as well as
all instructors posting syllabuses
online, but she did not have the
details and research Miller provided for her platform.

Gateway

Eastside Package

345-9722

345-5722
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UNITED CAMPUS PARTY
VO TE TOD AY
l'llliSIDENT:
CHRIS GE'ITY
-Junior CorporHh' Cmm11u11icadon 7\f~jor
-1\kmlK:r· ufDdta Tau Deha Fraternity
-P1-esidem of Eastern's Blnmll >ri\·e Comminee
-On \l()().+ (i-red~ \\leek Sree1·ing Conunith:l·

ExF:CtrrJVF. VICF. PHESID~NT:

AllAM 1IOW~LL
-.lun1or f"'olltica1 Science :\.fajor
-Senator fi.lr 2-ycaf8
-('lutir urSt•naL~ Commi(tee for 1-year
-ActiYely helped Vote-r ltegi!J.trat in II n ri \'t:

V.P. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:

V.P. BUSINESS AfFAIRS:
.IAttED DEHORITY
-Junior Accounting Majnr
Vice Presilknt ofSignut Chi Fraternity
-On Universit)r Koard ConreJ't Committt'l'"
-On ~00) Greek \Veek St,~ :ring CommiLtee

DIRK MUFFl.F.R
-J uniur Soc:ial &:it:m;c: 1\'J ajm·
1
n :Nidc•nr ofSigma Chi Fraternity
F.C. Vice P1-esidem: of P\tblic Relations
-On 2004 Gn:1~k \Vet:li. Skt:riii,K Commhtee

S~o: NKL't::

.JetT Collier, Cbad Croucher1 Kim Fist:her, Nicole Wroblewski, Benjamin Marcy,
Harold King, Hri1an Rzepnicki, Chuck Upton, Kurt Ramsey, & Kristin .llield

P LA TJF 0 R M:
• Bridge Tbt Gap net ween the Executive Buarll, ScmtLt". & llle Entire Student Budy.
• I tave a Designated Driver P'rugntm Through our Bus System.
• luft"lrm Students on Where Tbcrc Monty is Going and ITow They Can Bcnefil From This.
• 1-lavc Easlcro SponsOiec.J ~Jl1e rnships & Have Co-curricular Transcripts.
• Alw;J)'S Maintain Realistic Goals as a Purly ro Gen Thing~ Accon1pHshcd.
• Continau! Sludeu~ Government's Commu11ily Sc:rvic~ F.veul: Panther Service Day.

VOTE TOilAY FOR 'IHE UNITED CAMPUS PARTY
AT CARl\1AN, COLEMi\N, 'I'AYI.OR, OR THE UNION FROM SAM "I'ILL 4PM

Get On Track
.Join

Diverse

Apply
for an editor
position

DIVERSEEIU@HOTMAIL.COM
OR STOP BY ROOM 18111N BUZZARD HALL
TO FILL OUT AN APPLICATION

DEADLINE
TUESDAY, APRIL27
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Barren local park
to go on sale soon
• Mayor Caugill: tiny
Messick Park pales in
comparison to newer,
spacious city parks
By Jessica Youngs
CITY EDITOR

A small, country park from
Charleston's past could soon give
way to the newer parks littering
the city.
City council will vote on an ordinance declaring the land on which
tiny Messick Park sits surplus
property at tonight's 7:30 p.m.
meeting at city hall, 520 Jackson
Ave.
Mayor Dan Cougill described
the park as "a little park with a
swing."
"There was really no need for
Messick Park," he said.
The city will have the land
appraised, and sell it to the highest
bidder. Sealed bids must be submitted in writing on or before 5
p.m.June4.
Charleston acquired the real
estate for the purpose of a park,
but the park has long since become

FACULTY

obsolete with the development of
new parks around the city.
With all of the improvements
that have been made in the parks
on the north side of the city, Cougill
said there is no longer any need for
the small park.
Originally constructed with a
swing to serve local children,
Cougill said the park has been
unused for many years, and only a
picnic table remains.
In addition, he said, Messick is
located close to Route 316, making
it dangerous for any children that
would play there.
The council will also discuss:
+ Awarding a bid for 13 water
and waste water treatment chemicals to six bidders.
+ Awarding a bid for decorative
streetlights to be used in the
Courthouse Square project in the
tax increment financing district.
+ Authorizing a resolution for
an agreement with AIG VALIC for
the addition of a deferred compensation plan.
+ Thbling the city budget for the
fiscal year beginning May 1, 2004,
and ending April 30, 2005, until a
special council meeting to be held
at 7 p.m. April 27.

DA ILY EASTERN NEWS PHOTO BY STEP HEN HAAS

Messi ck Park, at the corner of State and C streets, m ay be sold to the highest bidder as surplus real estate
after tonight's City Council meeting .

SENATE

Senate: student complaint policy could be implemented
• Ifpassed, students will
have uniform guidelines
to follow in university
complaint cases
By Kevin Sampier
ADM INISTRATI ON ED IT OR

The Faculty Senate Thesday will
discuss a motion that would create
policies for dealing with students'
complaints.
Faculty Senate Chair David
Carpenter said senate members
will hear information on the proposed motion, introduced by
Faculty Senate Vice Chair Barbara
Lawrence.
If it is approved by the senate,
the policy would ask Blair Lord,

In Other Matters
The Faculty Senate will also discuss:

+ The price and quality of academic communication materials and peer
review publications in Booth Library

+ Improvements and additions to a proposed plan that would evaluate
the performance of Eastern administrators

+ The importance and benefits of faculty development events, which
facilitate university communication, faculty member connections

vice president of academic affairs,
to create a policy similar to the
grade appeals process or the civil
rights
complaints
process,
Carpenter said.

Senate member Ann Brownson
will introduce a motion Thesday
that would address the prices of
scholarly communications and
peer review publications in the

library.
Brownson said she will most
likely make further revisions to
the motion before she presents it to
the senate.
"I'll probably make some
changes in the resolution,"
Brownson said. "Hopefully it will
be brought to a vote tomorrow."
According to Brownson, several
members from departments on
campus have given her suggestions for the resolution, which she
said "is the Eastern Illinois
University Faculty Senate taking a
stand concerning scholarly communication."
Brownson said the motion calls
on faculty and departments to
work with their scholarly contacts
to help improve peer review publi-

cations.
Senate member Bud Fischer is
currently working on a proposed
plan to evaluate Eastern administrators. Fischer said he is still
working on the plan and is communicating with other senate members and Lord.
Senate member Haile Mariam
will give a presentation on faculty
development during the meeting.
Fischer, who has also been
involved with the faculty development discussions, said faculty
development gives faculty members an opportunity to attend
workshops and events to stay connected on campus.
The Faculty Senate will meet at
2 p.m. Thesday in the Booth
Library Conference Room 4440.

"~fie One to 'Be..."

Alpha Phi

Informational
TODAY!

7:30 1.m

1013 § reef Court
Par riles or information ca((
Shannon at 348-7891
130 5 Linco ln Ave
217-345-6424
O p en for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am 11am
Weekends Sam 12pm

Chicken Lunch 3 Piece Dinner

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw • biscuit
coleslaw • 2 biscuits

Every
Tuesday
11am • Bpm

birtluJAy ad!
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP

WANTED

Summer babysitter needed:
Must be available MWF from
7:30 a.m. -5p.m. Call 235-9561.
---~-~--·4120

Charleston Dairy Queen accepting applications for part time,
night, and weekend positions.
20 State Street.
:----:::--~~--412 1
Gunner Buc 's is accepting
applications for friendly, energetic cooks, servers and bartenders. Must be avai lable
through summer and fall. Apply
after 3p.m. at 3020 Lakeland
Blvd., Mattoon.
::::"'C~:7:-:=:-----·412 1
HELP WANTED
for a
CAMPUS PROJECT.
call 581 -3390
--~--------·4122

Stoutin Premium Ice, Casey, IL.
Summer Delivery Driver, COL
Required or Obtainable. Full or
Part Time, Great summer
income. Incentive Bonuses!
Good driving record is a MUST.
Neat appearance and good customer service skills required.
Phone 217-932-4614.
___________.4122
Female models needed for photography. Must be 18. Call Maw
and Paws Photos after 5 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4122
Wanted
Farm help part time or full time.
Send resume to:
1321 N. 5th
Charleston, IL 61920 or call 217549-6024

--------~------~----·4123

Student Workers needed to help
market new luxury student housing complex. Hourly wage plus
commission. Please call 3456001.
__________________00

HELP

WANTED

Part t ime receptionist starting at
$6 an hour. Apply in person at
Culligan Water. 914 18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4123
Part-time shop person needed.
Starting at $6/hr. Apply in person
at Culligan Water. 914 18th St.
4123
L-:0-:0-KI--N--,
G-.,.
FO
~R~S-,0-M-=E,..,.O-N""E. TO
FIND 516 QUALIFIED TENANT(S)
FOR 5 BEDROOM OR 6 BEDROOM UNIT AND EARN A 50%
($750) REFERRAL FEE BASED
ON FIRST MONTH RENT.
CALL 345-6210 OR 254-8228
ASK FOR ED OR MELISSA.

2 br house, available in August ,
WID, off street parking, garbage
paid. $500imonth. 345-341 1.
----------~·4122

Available May, large 1 bR apt.
Very nice, $475 all utilities paid.
345-3411 .
~---~--~·4122

5n

FOR

4130

RENT

6 BDRM TOWNHOUSES 1056
2ND ST,
FURN, 2BATHS
A!C, WID & DSL INC
$1200 PER MONTH ($200 PER
BDRM)
345-6210 OR 254-8228.
4126

L-:0-:CAL
---=P-:
R--,
0-.,
P~
ER
"'T=-Y-C-.,.
0M-.,
PANY

IS OFFERING A 50% REFERRAL
FEE BASED ON YOUR FIRST
MONTH RENT. EARN $750 IF
YOU FIND A QUALIFIED TEN ANT(S) FOR A 5 BEDROOM OR
6 BEDROOM UNIT. CALL 3456210 OR 254-8228 ASK FOR ED
OR MELISSA.
- = - = - - - - - - - - - -4126
2 BR Apts 1 112 or 2 baths, dish washer, WID included. NO
PETS. Close to campus. Cal l
345-9267

.-----.,.--.,--~=-=--4129

Extremely nice 3 BR home, 2 full
baths, WID included. NO PETS!
Call 345-9267.
=~=-:-=--:--::-_ _4129
3BR HOUSE, fresh carpet, 1
block to Stadium, wid, central
ale. $700112 months for 3 ten ants. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4130

RENT

Available August 15. Nice 2
bedroom apt, 1 block f rom
Buzzard. Huge closets, fu ll
bath, unique sunken living
room, off street parking.
$550imonth 345 -5088.

-----~----~-----·4120

Available Fall Semester. Nice 1
bedroom duples. Trash included.
NO PETS. 1002 and 1004 4th St.
349-8608
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4122

What if Brittany Ridge
Townhouses had new
carpet &vinyl, and DSL,
phone, & cable jacks in
each bedroom?
NOW they do! And w/d, ale,
dishwasher, and 21/2 baths.
From $188-252 a person.

Across from Cannan Hall

345·8000

.: -~ -.

.Jim Wood, Realtor
Jim Wood, Realtor
1512 A Street P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 -- Fax 345-4472

Classified ad form

Student: 0 Yes 0 No

Under classification of:
Expiration code (office use only):
Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $
Payment:
Check No.- - -

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cenls per word first day for students wilh valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NOEXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edtt or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

RENT

3 bedroom apartment. 2 blocks
from campus. $235 each/month.
Off street parking and trash
included. 345-3554
-,--~-----4130

3 bedroom near campus
includes trash and water, laundry room. 273-1 395.
--~-.,.,-=-~_4123

Room for rent: $200imonth +
utilities located in Charleston.
For more info, contact Neil 217820-6696.
________________4130
Unique 2 bdnn apts available.
Sundeck, cathedral ceilings, off
street parking. A!C, furnished,
trash & water included. 10-1 2
month lease. $250imonth. Call
348-0819. Leave message.
~~-:-:---:-----~_4130
Nice 6 bdrm, 2 bath house. New
appliances, D/W, $260 each,
newly remodeled, semi -furnished, no pets. Close to EIU.
Shared utilities, trash paid, parking. Call Dustin 630-302-2676.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4130

FOR

RENT

Nice 2 bdnn apt, A!C, furnished,
close to EIU. No pets, 11 mo
lease, shared utilities, trash pd,
parking. $250 each. Call Dustin
630-302-2676.
:---:~==---------=-=--4130.
ONE PERSON APTS to preserve
your privacy. A variety from
$250-$400imonth.
345-4489
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
- - - - - - - - - - -·4130
Grad student, faculty, staff. Apts
for 1 person, close to EIU. $300$350. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
-----,-.,..,---:---'4130
1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2BR priced for one
@ $350imo. Cable TV and water
incl. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

=----~--:~·4130

2BR moneysaver @ $190iperson. Cable&water incl. Don't
miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4130

CAMPUS CLIPS
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION: Special Olympics, Friday, April 23,
2004. 7:30am-2:30pm. O'Brien Stadium-EIU. If you cannot attend the IK>Iuntazy
meeting for Special Olympics on April 20th, pick up your assjglment form in
Room 1212 Buzard HaD on Weci1esday or ThlJ'Sday between Sam and 4:30pm.
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION COMMITEE: The Museum of Oppression.
April 19,20,21st. 12pm-9pm in Pemberton Hall.
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER: CORE Survey, 11-2pm in the
Ubrary Quad today! Look for the Blue G&ebo, tum in your CORE Survey, and
put your name in for a chance to win one of several files.
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE: Spring Sidewalk Sale, April 19-21st, 9am4pm at the Textbook Rental Service. Textbook Rental Service Spring Sidewalk
Sale is going on oow through April 21st from 9am-4pm.
HAm CONNECTION AT EIU: Haiti Food Samper, tonight from 6-7pm at the
Newman Center. Come sample food from this Caribbean island nation of Haiti.
Come hungry. Free event Held at Newman Center.
EDUCATION ABROAD: Informational, 4121104 9-11am, Coleman Hal South
East Lot::by. L..eam ho.v you can study abroad next spring!

.1ri....~·Jft~
..Jim Wood , Realtor

J im Wood, R ealtor
15 12 A Street P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 6 1920
2 17 345-4489 -- F ax 345-4472

-?-r~' ~
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FOR

N O W it's tim e t o find a pl ace,
to decide wh ere.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses,
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.

nts

• lots of space • Swimming pool
• Volleyball court a:

Name:
Address:
Phone:

For rent: Girls only; 2 bedroom
apt. across from Buzzard. Call
345-2652.
_____________.4122

3-:B-:E-:D-,R0
-:-0
-:-M
- -H--,
O_U__
S~
E-CLO
-:-S
~E· TO
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE FALL
2004. 2 FULL BATHS WITH
WASHER-DRYER. A/C. CALL
232-8936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4126
5 bedroom townhouse, 2 baths,
furnished, dishwasher, private
courtyard, air-conditioning, SPA
ROOM WITH HOT TUB, dsl
included, small pet ok, next to
per
Morton
Park, $1250
month($250 per bdnn).
345-621 o or 254-8228.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4126

Limited Time 3 Bedroom Rent Special

~

FOR

:--~:--~-=-----~-:-:4126

Need Money? Student advisors
are needed for 120 unit off-cam pus EIU apartment community.
On-site training, cash referrals
and generous hourly salaries are
included. Call toll free, 1-866594-5470 to schedule an
appointment w ith Kimberly
Sanders.
=:--7--:.,.,-----:~-::---:--::-7'513
Babysitter needed. 2 children.
3112 year old and newborn. For
pool, park, and fun. Monday
through Friday. 7:45am to 5pm.
234-7493

Studio 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

:::--..__._

RENT

2BR apts near Buzzard. $460112
months, water incl. Low utilities,
AIC, coin laundry, ample parking. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor

Lincolnwood Pinetree

Ap-

FOR

I:Bb2r
II~ Jt,tTOtt

o••• '"''"" ••

IJJeN~wUork 1tmt1
Will Sho rtz
ACROSS
1Certain iron
setting
6Govt. bill
11 Mars or
Milky Way

Crossword

31Atmospheric
region with a
"hole"
34Ladi.es of
Spam
36Word repeated after
14Really, really
"Que," in
want
song
15Toiled in the 37Draft letters
galley
38Head hon16"1 love " to
cho
Livy '
42Biood-typing
170 1d "Tonight
letters
Show" intro 45 when
19Transcript
repeated, a
fig.
fish
20CPR gi ver
46Hose woes
21 Have a late SOLoofah, e.g.
meal
54N eighbor of
22Unlit?
Yemen
24Scale of
SS"___ girl!"
56Hymn start
mineral
hardness
S?Fodder's
26Lions' lairs
place
29Tee cry
58Follower of
30Zeno of
Zeno

60U-Haul
rental
62Make public
63Haw's partner
64Women's
tennis
immortal
69H.
.
.
odstonc pen701 940's-50's
slugger
Rarpn
71 More despicable
72Thesaurus
entry: Abbr.
73Big name in
pnnters
74Goes up and
down and ...
DOWN
1Connived
2Vibrating
effect
3Made of clay
4"
Maria"
SMany a
teens room
6Saint(Frencn-resort)
?Japanese
drama
8H old title to
9Half a score

18Self-defense
sport
23Son-gun link
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
25Swedish
auto
27H aving a
snack
28Snick-a32Poet's
preposition
33Laddie's
love
1 0Breyer~
compet1tor
35Jazzman
Zoot
11 surrermarket
he pers
39Letterman
dental lea12Current units
ture
1 3~i ons, at
t1mes
40H alf a train?

41 Son of Seth
42Makes
ashamed
439-volt, e.g.
44Cushioned
footrest
471n a friendly
manner
481 600's
stargazer
49"Z"
makers
.m com1
.cs '
51 "Bali
52 Wield
authority
53Dutch seaport

59Word that
can follow
the ends of
17-, 31-,
38-, 50- and
64-Across
61Blue shade
65Piace to put
gloss
66Eiected
officials
67Coworate
V.I. .
68"Fiying
Down to
"
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Debate:

NATION

CONT INU ED FROM PAGE 1

feel comfortable when coming to a Student Senate
meeting to address the senate.
"Speaking in front of the senate can be very intimidating and threatening for students," she said.
The students running for student executive vice
president are Adam Howell, junior political science
major of the United Campus Party and Kyle Donash,
sophomore political science major of the Campus
Connected Party.
Howell and Donash both said they are working to
improve the voter registration drive, which has been
done for the last two years.
"I want to get a massive voter registration drive to
get as many students as possible to vote," Howell said.
"I want to go to the classrooms, to RSOs .... wherever it
takes, to get students registered and voting."
"Unfortunately I was not that involved in the registration drive that much this year," Donash said. "That
is because there was a lack of leadership from this
position."
The candidates for student vice president for academic affairs are Dirk Muffler, junior social sciences
major of the United Campus Party; JC Miller, freshman political science major of the independent
Higher Education Action Team; and Alecia Robinson,
senior marketing major of the Campus Connected
Party.
The candidates for student vice president for financial affairs are Nikki Kull, junior marketing major of
the Campus Connected Party and Jared DeHority,
junior accounting major of the United Campus Party.
The sole candidate for student vice president of student affairs is Matt Kulp, junior speech communication major of the Campus Connected Party.

S BRIEFS

Fallujah leaders urge fighters
to halt U.S.-directed violence
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Fallujah's
civic leaders joined American officials
Monday in calling for insurgents battling Marines here to surrender their
heavy weapons in return for a promise
not to resume the U.S. offensive against
the city, acording to a U.S. spokesman.
The commitments appeared to be the
first fruits of direct negotiations
between U.S. officials and a group of
civic leaders and professionals representing Fallujah residents. They have
influence with Sunni insurgents who

have been fighting Marines who have
besieged the city.
Much now depends on how guerrillas
respond. Brig. Gen. Mark Kimmitt
warned that if the deal falls apart,
Marines are prepared to launch a final
assault, meaning a resumption of heavy
fighting after days of calm.
"It would appear there is an agreed
political track," he told reporters.
"There is also a very clear understanding ... that should this agreement not go
through Marines forces are more than

prepared to carry through with military
operations."
President Bush scolded Spain's new
prime minister for his swift withdrawal
of Madrid's 1,300 troops from Iraq and
told him to avoid actions that give "false
comfort to terrorists or enemies of freedom in Iraq."
Bush expressed his views in a fiveminute telephone call with Prime
Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero,
who on Sunday ordered the 1,300 troops
to return home as soon as possible.

Man charged in 12 killings of Kansas City women
KANSAS CI1Y, Mo. (AP) - A supervisor for a trash-collection company has
been charged with strangling 12 women
or girls from 1977 to 1993, and police are
investigating his possible links to other
killings.
"We aren't going to stop because we

have 12 charges," police Chief Rick
Easley said at a news conference
Monday.
Lorenzo J. Gilyard, 53, was charged
Saturday with 10 counts of first-degree
murder and two counts of capital murder, the law in effect at the time of two

of the killings. If Gilyard is convicted of
all the murders, he would be the worst
serial killer in the city's history, police
said.
DNA comparisons prompted investigators to link Gilyard to the killings
April12, authorities said.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BRITTANY RIDGE townhouses,
available now or 2004-2005 for
2-5 tenants. DSL wiring. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
4/30

House close to campus for 3 to
4 students. Two bathrooms,
washer/dryer, low utilities. 3480614.
___________________00

2 bedroom apt available Jan 1st!
Furnished and trash paid. Close
to campus. 345-5088

Sublessor needed, Summer
2004, clean apartment near rec,
parking and trash included, Call
847-217-1088.
____________.5 /3
3 sublessors needed for MayAugust. 3 bedroom house with
screened in porch. 1 block from
the Rec Center. Must see!
$350/month plus utilities. 581 3466.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/20

Turn in your CORE surveys at
the Blue Gazebo, 11-2p
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday to WIN one of several prizes.
4/22
Do
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residents. Fresh carpet, vinyl,
cabinets. Washer/dryer, a/c.
$660 month. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
4/30
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BEDROOM
APARTMENT
WATER, TRASH PAID 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 348-0209.
~~----~--------·4/30
2 BR apts., C/A, 2 blocks from
campus. 345-9636 after 5 p.m.

~~--c~--:---=:.-:-:-~~·4/30
Now leasing for Fal l 2004, 3
bdrm house. Good 4th St location, good parking. $225 each.
217-897-6266 or 898-9143.

-----~~------·5/3

Now leasing for Fall 2004 large 4
bdrm house, available for group
rental. Good 4th St location,
good parking. $250 each. 217897-6266 or 898-9143.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.5/3
3 bdrm apts., close to campus,
Cen air, ceiling fans, washer,
dryer, DSL, pets considered,
great rates! Call 346-3583.

--:::-:-=----------~~·5/3

1 & 2 BR apts. Large, furnished
available for summer & or next
school year. Cats OK! Ideal for
couples. 741 -5 6th street. Call
581 -7729 (w) or 345-6127 (H).

00
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1074 10TH ST. 1 1/2 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS. AVAILABLE
SUMMER O NLY. 2-3 PER SONS. COMPLETELY FUR NISHED. WID & AIR. CALL
345-7136.
00
R::-:E:::D'7'
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APTS. FAWSPRING 04/05, 10
MONTH LEASE. GREAT LOCATION,OFF STREET PARKING.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305 OR 549-9092.

--c~-:-:-:--::-:-----=:--=:---:--:---0'0

Two Female Roommates or One
for Fall. Beautiful house. All
modern appliances.
1 block
from campus. Call 345-3253.

3 bedroom furnished apartment.
Utilities included. Close to cam pus. Call 345-6885

Available in May-1 BR with water
and trash included. $370/mo.
Buchanan St. apartments . 3451266

----~~~--------~00

~~--=-=-------------00

1 BR APT- Stove, refrig, dish washer, AIC, WID Hookup. Trash
pd, $425 mo 1 person. 605 W,
Grant www.chartestonilapts.net

1 & 2 BEDROOM apts for Fall
2004, good loc., excellent condi tion, 10 & 12 mo leases. Parking
& trash pickup included. No
pets,
345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com

2 BR APT with garage, stove,
refrig, microwave, dishwasher,
ale. Water/trash pd. $250 month
x 2 people. $435 mo 1 person.
955 4th Street.

~=:::::::::~~-=:-:-:---=~~.00

4 bedroom house, 2 bath, WID,
low utilities, close to campus.
888-637-2373

3 BEDROOM HSE for Fall 2004,
large rooms, w/d, AIC, no pets,
parking & trash pickup incl 3457286. www.jwilliamsrentals
____________________00
Hey! 2 bedroom furnished apartment, next to park at 11 11 2nd
St. Water, trash, and laundry
included for $265 each/month.
10 or 12 month lease available.
Call now at 549-1 957 or 3485427.

____________________00

1,2,and 3 bedrooms close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from. Call 345-6533

~------------------00

Exceptionally economical! 1
bedroom
apt.
with
loft.
Furnished for a single or couple.
$375 month. For one or $430
month for two. 1 block north of
O'Brien Field. For school year
2004-2005. Call Jan 345-8350

~------------------00
For 2004/2005 Nice 5 bedroom
house. Excellent locations, cable
internet hook-ups in every bedroom. 250/person/month. 12
month lease. Call 345-0652.
Also, nice one bedroom apt.
excellent location. 350/month.

Lincolnwood Pinetree has large
2 BR apts. available @ 2020
10th. Call 345.6000 to see!

__________________.oo
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9 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new
furniture. Leasing for Spring
2004 and Fall 2003 semesters.
Call 346-3583

~===::::::~---------00

Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished,
parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th
St. 235-0405 or 317-3085.

____________________00

--------------~----00

Now Leasing for Fall 2004:
Studios, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, 3 bedroom houses and a
large home for 7 people located
within 3 blocks or less from
campus. Call 348-0006

__________________00

BOONDOCKS

ROOMMATES

00

Limited semester leases available. Call Lindsey 348.1479

INCLUDED. 2019 1 HH ST.
$225-$275 EACH. 345-6100

In
Need
Of
Debt
You
Consolidation,
Personal or
Business Loan/s? HOME EQUITY OR RE-FI NANCE! Fast
Approvals, Regardless Of Your
Credit History! Bad Credit &
Bankruptcy Accepted! The
Boykin Group Is Here To Help!
No Upfront Fees! Call Us Toll
Free! (877) 536-8986!

Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583

____________________00

::------:---::::---,:::--::------::-'5/3
Community Thrift Store: Open
Mon-Sat 9 to 5pm. 2 blocks
West at Fairgrounds on Madison
348-8362.
__________________.5/3

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

------------~------00
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SUB LESSORS
SUMMER HOUSING: 2 bedrooms available for male houseDigital
mates
May-August.
cable, DSL, phone, washer/dryher, nice furnished house. Good
neighborhood near campus.
$220/month, share expenses.
348-6492, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/28
BY WILEY MILLER

00

www.jwi ll iamsrenta l s.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1,2&3 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.

--~---------------00

April special on 2 bedroom furnished apartment. 1o month
lease, 2 1/2 blocks from campus. 345-5048.

URY APT. 905 A. Street. 1 BR
with stove, refrig with icemaker,
dishwasher, microwave, A/C,
WID in each apt. $475 mo 1 person. Limited garages avail. $75
mo.

00

1 bedroom duplex available
June 1st. $200/month includes
trash. 345-401 o.

4-6 Bedroom house 1 block off
campus on 7th St. Also, I house
with 4 apartments. One 2 bedroom and 3 studio apartments.
Will rent individually or as a 5
bedroom. Furnished or unfurnished. Call 728-8 709 or page 1800-412-1310
_________________00

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean three
bedroom homes, close to campus and shopping, available for
2004-2005 school year. Water
and trash service included. Pets
considered with
additional
deposit. Call for tenns and availability. 549-37 41. Leave mes sage.
~--~~--:-----~--0
· 0
Nice
3
bedroom
house.
Completely remodeled, nice
WID, dishwasher, deck.
yard,
____________________
oo
345-6967

00
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3 BEDROOM
2009 1 HH STREET 345-6100

~----------------~·00

--=---::-::::-:--------~0·0

2 BR APT stove, ref rig,
microwave, A/C. Trash pd, $230
mo x 2 people. $395 mo 1 person. 2001 S. 12th.

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 04-05. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 3451286

___________________00

----:---:-:~-------~-00

____________________.oo

--=-=-~~~----------00

BY AARO N MCGR UDER

Graduating! Selling couch and
chair. Comfy, good condition.
$120 for set. Call Leslie at 3481891.
~~~-=-----~==_4/23
Wooden loft, painted, $75. Must
see! Homemade but sturdy. Price
negotiable. Call Katie, 581-2362.

=-:~--:-:--~--~~,..,4/23
'97 Hyundai Accent: 79,000 mi.,
5 speed, AIC, CD player, $2,000.
Call 345-5091 or 581-3523
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATlNG SENIORS! If you are interested in a yearbook of your
senior year, and are not sure
how to pick it up, come to the
Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and
for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published. Call 581 -2812 for
more information.

__________________.oo
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((There is mnre balance in the ave than in any other conference in the country."
Bubba Cates, head coach ofTennessee-Mm·tin

Lee goofs
sac fly, gets
••• grand slam

BASEBALL

And down the stretch they come

Panthers tied for 2nd in OVC; Schmitz says pitching will be key
By John Hohenadel
SPORTS REPORTER

The Panthers find themselves in
a tie for second place in the Ohio
Valley
Conference
halfway
through the conference season.
Eastern is dead locked with
Eastern Kentucky with an 8-4
record, one game behind conference leader Austin Peay, who sits
atop the OVC at 9-3.
The Panthers will play Eastern
Kentucky in a three-game series
on the road on May 8 and 9.
Tennessee-Martin finds themselves in the lower part of the conference standings with a 5-7 record
and has played both the Panthers
and Eastern Kentucky in three
game series this year.
"So far Eastern Kentucky is one
of the best teams we've seen all
year," said assistant coach Jason
Sullivan. "They can hit it and pitch
it."
"Eastern Kentucky has not had a
lull all year long," head coach
Bubba Cates said. "You would figure in a three-month period a team
would have a little setback here
and there.
"Neither team is one you want to
face right now," Cates said.
Tennessee-Martin came into
Charleston as the Panthers first
conference test and took two of
three back in late March.
"It seemed like they were still
feeling things out when we played
them," Cates said. "But I walked
out of there saying the same thing

I walked in there saying, which
was that Eastern is going to be one
of the teams to beat."
Since their series against the
Skyhawks, the Panthers have only
lost two conference games, including one this past weekend against
Samford.
Although Eastern Kentucky and
Austin Peay are the teams competing with the Panthers right now,
Panther head coach Jimmy
Schmitz said the only team on his
mind is Illinois-Chicago.
The Colonels of Eastern
Kentucky feature nine players batting over .360 and five batting at
least .400. They also have seven
players that average around one
run batted in a game.
"No inning was ever easy
against those guys," Cates said.
"Even if you have to face the bottom of the order, there is no easy
outs on that team."
Eastern Kentucky also has two
pitchers, Scott Goetz and Chris
Grider, who both average close to
10 strikeouts a game.
The Colonels are in a tie for second place with Eastern, which
means there is one team in the
OVC with a better record than both
of them. Austin Peay is 9-3 in the
OVC but has a tough three-game
series at home against Tennessee
Martin this weekend.
"There is more balance in the
OVC than in any other conference
in the country," Cates said. "We
have to play hard every weekend.
It's not unusual for anyone to beat

Baseball
Standings
Austin Peay
E. Kentucky
E. Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Jacksonville St.
Tennessee Teoh
Tennessee- Martin
Morehead State
Murray State
Samford

ovc

OVERALL

9-3
8-4
8-4
7-5
7-5
7-5
5- 7
4-8
4-8
1-11

22-12
24-6

13-20
17-18
15-19
11 -15
12-21
10- 22
10- 24
6-25

Tuesday's Games
E. Kentucky at Xavier (OH), 2 p.m.

Tennessee-Martin at Upscomb, 3 p.m.
Birmingham-Southern at Samford, 6 p.m.
Belmont at Tenn. Tech, 6 p.m.
Troy State at Jacksonville St. 6:30 p.m.
E. Illinois at Illinois-Chicago, 7 p.m.

anyone. Austin Peay lost to
Tennessee Tech in a doubleheader
and then we go and drop three to
Morehead. There's just so much
balance in our league."
Austin Peay has two pitchers
with at least six wins and earned
run averages of 3.10. A third
Governor pitcher has an ERA
under four with three wins in 11
appearances.
"I just feel fortunate to play

them at this stage in the season as
opposed to earlier on when we
were still coming together,"
Schmitz said.
Austin Peay and Eastern
Kentucky have certain strong
points of their games that can be
picked out simply by looking at a
stat sheet. However, the Panthers
have the intangibles the stat sheet
doesn't pick up.
"In the Jacksonville State series,
we needed pitching and we got it,"
Schmitz said. "This past weekend
we needed hitting and got it.
Everyone knows they have to do
their part to get the job done. If
they do their part as a collective
unit, it takes the pressure off of the
individuals."
Schmitz said the key to winning
the OVC is taking two of three
every weekend without putting too
much emphasis on a particular
series.
"Our guys are pretty good about
not overlooking game," Schmitz
said.
Schmitz attributes that attitude
to the leadership of his older players like Chris Uhle, Kyle Haines
and Marcus Jackson.
"It's amazing how these guys
have come together," Schmitz said.
"The seniors got these guys playing the way they need to take two
of three every weekend."
Schmitz said if the Panthers can
get a couple more pitchers to do
well the Panthers will have a real
chance in the OVC tournament this
year.

CHICAGO (AP) - Derrek Lee
pumped his fists and let out a wide
smile when his fly to right cleared
the wall for a grand slam.
He's had few hits to celebrate
this season.
Lee connected off reliever Ryan
Wagner in the seventh inning, highlighting the Chicago Cubs' 8-1 victory over the Cincinnati Reds on
Monday.
The homer was the first in 11
games for Lee, a notoriously slow
starter. He entered the game hitting .244 with one homer and four
RBis.
" It seemed like I hadn't had a hit
in forever," Lee said. "I don't know
that I've ever had a quick start.
Maybe I can pick it up the next
couple of weeks."
Lee, acquired in the offseason in
a trade with Florida, is a career
.228 hitter in March and April and
has hit .223 in May.
Matt Clement (2-1) settled down
after a rocky first inning to allow
one run on four hits in 6 1-3 innings
to pick up his second win in as
many starts.
The right-hander retired 11 batters in a row and 15 out of 16 at one
point, striking out six and walking
four.
The Cubs led 3-1 when Lee came
to the plate with the bases loaded
and no outs. The big first baseman
said he was just trying to hit a sacrifice fly to drive in a run.
Instead, the ball kept sailing.
"That was huge. That was a real
big blow," Cubs manager Dusty
Baker said. "I'm just glad he hit it
when he hit it."
It was Lee's fourth career grand
slam and first with the Cubs.
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GOLF

Searle: Confidence level
all-time high for Panthers

Bad weather on a
bad day; Panthers 9th

ball through the six innings she
was in the game, and in doing so
allowed for the Panthers to finally
end the game with a run in the 11th
inning.
Again in the final game, a relief
pitcher kept the Panthers in the
game but this time the pitchers
were in reverse of the first game.

This time Darnell relieved
Hoeschen and Darnell didn't allow
a run in the 2 2/3 innings she
pitched.
"Growing pains with these
freshmen pitchers won't be significant because they are so good at
providing a positive performance
when it is needed," Searle said.

the ball really well lately and he's
even said to me that he's never hit
the ball this well," Monee! said.
However, senior Kyle Maxwell
didn't have his best performance at
By Matthew Stevens
a course he's had prior success at.
SPORTS EDITOR
Maxwell has stated he wants
very badly to get his first colleEastern had prior success at giate victory before he graduates
Gateway National Golf Club, but this year and his coach thinks that
the Panthers saw a completely dif- may have affected him.
"He wants to win
ferent course
so much that, yeah,
due to mother
SIU wins 1st place
maybe that did
nature
last
week.
have an impact,"
1) B. Norman, SIU, 220, +7
Eastern
Monee! said.
"Maxwell kinda
Illinois men's
2) E. FredericK, SLU, 221, +8
golf finished
got going on the
3) J. Sellers, DePaul, 222, +9
ninth among
wrong track and
couldn't get it
the 12 teams
K. HosicK, SIU, 222, +9
competing at
back."
the
Billiken
Southern Illinois
B. Sheehan, SEMO, 222, +9
was named the
In vitational,
R. Blechle, SLU, 222, +9
played at the
tournament chamGateway
pion after the
7) M. HopKins, L-wood, 223,
Salukis were tied
National.
+10
with the host Saint
The Panthers
struggled with
Louis going into the
Adam Fluty, Clncy, 223, + 10
the wind speed
final round.
that reached up
SIU's
Brian
9) G. Goltz, SIU, 225, +12
Norman picked up
to 36 mph and
10) D. Barse, WI-GB, 226, +1 3
failed to change
individual medalist
its gameplan
honors by posting a
J. Hill, WI-GB, 226, +1 3
7-over-par total of
from tee to
green during
K Patterson, DePaul, 226, +13
220.
the rough conThe Billikens,
K A~, Eastern, 226,
playing
without
ditions.
first-round leader
"When you
+13
are
hitting
David Perritt, finthem sideways,
ished two strokes
behind
SIU.
they are really
going to be sideways into 40 mph Leading into the final day of play,
winds," Eastern head coach Mike the Billikens had three players in
Monee! said. "We just ran into bad the tournament's top 10, while
weather on a bad day."
Southern Illinois had two.
Southern lllinois took first place
After posting rounds of 74 and
totaling 892. Host Saint Louis was 67 to lead the field by four
strokes on Monday, Perritt
two strokes back.
Eastern finished 77-over par, 37 became ill overnight and could
back of Southern and 12 back of a not compete in the final round
top five finish.
Thesday.
Kyle Awkerkamp continued his
For the Billikens, that meant
impressive play over the last cou- all four remaining players had to
ple of meets by placing tenth indi- count their scores, while
vidually by posting scores of 78, 73 Southern Illinois would include
and 75 (+13).
its four best golfers out of its
"Awkerkamp has been hitting five competitors.

shown amazing agility for a big
man. Not to mention, with a batting average of .348 in limited
duty, Cobb has become a valuable
asset to the Panther ballclub.
Although it still pains me to
watch a 6-6 man squat for nine
innings.
3. Watching the progression of
Ryan Campbell -There is little
doubt in my mind if Campbell
stays healthy during his four
years he could rewrite the
Eastern hitting record books.
I've yet to find a sweeter swing
on this Panther team then the
one from the true freshman.
After 33 games, the Sandburg

graduate leads Eastern in all
major statistical categories
including batting average (.364),
runs scored (34), hits (48), home
runs (5) and RBis (26). Even
though he's only a freshman,
Campbell is as clutch a hitter as
there is wearing an Eastern jersey.
4. Musical entertainment Music at sporting events has
become as much a fixture to the
game as the players and coaches.
The same can be said here at
Eastern. While Eastern doesn't
have an organist like they do at
Wrigley Field, Coaches Stadium
has the next best thing and that's

Mike Budde. The injured hurler
has turned into "DJ Budde" as
Tommy John surgery has caused
Budde to go from spinning curveballs on the mound to spinning
records for the fans. One of the
best "DJ Budde" moments came
last week against Saint Joseph's
when the Pumas brought in a
relief pitcher who was wearing a
number not listed in the program.
The unknown reliever was greeted to a tune with lyrics asking the
question "Who are you?"
5. Panther Batgirls - Besides
Campbell and fellow freshman
Chris Vaculik the Panther
Batgirls were the best addition to

By Aaron Seidlitz
SPORTS REPORTER

Another weekend series gone by,
and the Panthers keep climbing the
Ohio Valley Conference standings.
After a start within the conference that left much to be determined, Eastern put itself in a position where they had to come from
behind to catch the frontrunners.
"We knew going into the season
that teams like Eastern Kentucky
and Samford were the frontrunners in the conference," Eastern
manager Uoydene Searle. "But we
have continued to strive and I don't
think its a surprise that we are
back in the race."
The latest three-game series
against Austin Peay this past weekend finished with Eastern winning
two out of the three games and the
series.
The confidence that the
Panthers are riding now is at an all
time high according to Searle, and
with nine out of their last 11 games
resulting in a victory it's easy to
see why. The Panthers have found
another level of play during the
second half of the season, which is
why they are starting to realize
that conference competition will
be crucial as the season ends.
"There will be no excuses as we
finish off the season," Searle said.
"We are starting to play the way we
want and when we pick each other
up like we are right now its obvious
the team is really coming together."
This weekend's three-game
series is a perfect example of the
team coming together and picking
each other up.
The pitching staff in particular
needed to step up for each other as
relief pitchers became important
in holding the Panthers in two of
the three ball games.
In the first game, Heather
Hoeschen relieved Andrea Darnell
as the game went through 11
innings before it finally ended.
Hoeschen pitched scoreless base-

Gilbert:
CON TINUED FROM PAGE 12

2. A Thd Juske/ Jason Cobb
battery - I'll go out on a limb and
say that if the 6-6 Cobb caught
for the 6-5 Juske it would be the
tallest battery combination in
Eastern history. After Juske
threw the best game of his
Panther career on Saturday (five
innings, five hits, one run and
three strikeouts) in an 11-2 win
over Samford, there is no guarantee his arm will be ready to come
out of the bullpen but there is
always hope. Despite playing a
demanding position, Cobb has
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Freshman infielder Chelsea Adams warms up between innings versus
Western Illinois University at Williams Field. She has started all 43 games.

Close enough you

can. taste it. ..
... or is that last night,s pizza?
Let us help with
end of the semester proJects...
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WILL ROGERS THEATRE
Downtown Charleston • 345-9222

$3.00 ALL EVENING SHOWS :;f
$2.50 All Shows Before 6 pm

Only

THE PRINCE & ME (PG) DAILY 7:00
HELLBOY (PG 13) DAILY 6:45
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SHOWPLACE
MATTOON
Off Rt.16, East of 1-57 by Carle Clinic
MATTOON : 234-8898
CHARLESTON : 348-8884 ~
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$4.75

All Shows Before 6 pm
Advance Ticket S.Jes Available

ALAMO {PG-13) Daily 3:45, 7:00, 10:00
KILL BILL VOLUME 2 {R) Daily 4: 10, 7:10, 9:20,
10:10
HOME ON THE RANGE (PG) Daily 4:30, 7:20

ELLA ENCHANTED {PG) Daily 4:20, 6:40, 9:10
SCOOBY-000 2: MONSTERS UNLEASHED {PG)

Daily 5:1o, 7:30, 9:45

THE PUNISHER {R) Daily 4:00, 6:50, 9:35
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the 2004 squad. When I first
heard about the new Panther
Batgirls I immediately assumed
this was just for eye candy purposes, but that isn't the case.
The three or four girls who
have rotated as batgirls work
extremely hard picking up the
lumber, handing the umpire baseballs and occasionally shagging
foul balls.
So, even if you're not a baseball
fan there is still plenty of reasons
to head over to the ballyard.
Have fun, enjoy the nice weather
and cheer on the Panthers, just
please make sure to leave those
cell phones at home.

LADYKILLERS {R) Daily 4:45, 7:40, 10:20

WALKING TALL {PG-13) /Oai~ 5:00, 7;50, 9:55

r

FREE REFILL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks/

Panther sports calendar
TU ESDAY
WEDN ESDAY
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TH URSDAY

Baseball at Illinois-Chicago
Softball atTennessee- Martin(2)
Baseball vs. St. Louis
Track & Field at Drake Relays

7:05 p.m. Away
2 p.m.
Away
3 p.m. Coaches Stadium
thru Sat.
Away

BASEBALL
TEEING OFF
Michael Gilbert
ASSOC IATE
SPOR TS ED IT OR

Watch baseball
for tall guys,
music, bat girls
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Freshman catcher J ason Cobb tags a Jacksonville State runner at Coaches Stadium earlier this season. Cobb and his Panther teammates w ill face the
season's biggest in-state c hallenge, University of Illinois at Chicago Tuesday. Currently, Eastern has a record of 4-0 against other Illinois schools.

Hot bats will tag a win
Flames challenge Panthers' 4-0 record vs. Illinois teams
By Mike Gilbert
ASSOC IATE SPORTS ED IT OR

Fresh off their third consecutive
Ohio Valley Conference series win,
the Eastern baseball team will
make a road trip to Chicago to face
Illinois-Chicago Thesday.
Eastern has gone 4-0 against
Illinois schools this year with wins
against Olivet Nazarene, Chicago
State, Western Illinois and
Northern
Illinois.
However,
Illinois-Chicago may be the best of
the bunch as they enter play with a
23-11 overall record including a 6-2
mark in the Horizon League.
The Flames are led by their solid
No. 2 and 3 hitters of Mike Hughes

and Nelson Gord.
Hughes,
a
senior outfieldMore inside
er and catcher,
+ Coaches
has a team-high
discuss final
nine home runs
month of play
and 44 RBis in
Page 10
44 games. With
a batting average of .358,
Hughes is off of last year's .381
season, but the Palatine native
already has more home runs and
RBis this year in 13 fewer games.
Gord, a senior infielder is near
the top of Flames' batters with a
.324 clip. The Buffalo Grove graduate has yet to go yard this season,
but he is one of the toughest hitters

in the Flames lineup. He has
fanned just 18 times in 108 at-bats.
Joining Hughes and Gord as a
productive hitter in the lineup is
second baseman Bryan Russo. The
junior was a career .294 hitter coming into this season but he has been
red hot at the plate this year hitting
over .400.
Russo is third on the team in hits
and home runs, with 48 and five
respectively, but he leads the
Flames with nine doubles on the
year.
Eastern will look to ride the hot
bat of David Chacon to victory at
Les Miller Field. Chacon, a role
player turned starter, had his
biggest game of the year this past

Saturday against Samford with six
RBis in game two of the doubleheader against the Bulldogs. For
the year, Chacon is hitting over
.280 with four home runs in 28
games.
If Eastern is to pull off the upset
there's a good bet freshman Ryan
Campbell will play an instrumental
part.
The third baseman has been
Eastern's best hitter all season long
with a batting average of .364
going into Thesday's game.
Campbell also is tops in home runs
(five) and RBis (26) on the Panther
team.
First pitch at Les Miller Field is
set for 7:05p.m.

The Eastern baseball team
plays a schedule with two very
distinct sets of games. On the
weekends, the Ohio Valley
Conference season is in full
swing, but during the week
Eastern participates in their
non-conference portion of the
schedule with games routinely
played on Thesday and
Wednesday.
Despite counting in the
win/loss column, the non-conference games often appear to be
overlooked by the Panther faithful. In last week's game against
Saint Joseph's some 80 people
were at Coaches Stadium to
watch the Panthers battle the
Pumas in a matchup between
two members nicknamed from
the feline family.
While non-conference games
won't make or break a chance to
go to Omaha for the College
World Series, the games are still
important as this young Panther
team learns to gel together. In
fact, I can think of five major
reasons fans, or even casual
fans, should fill Coaches
Stadium for these midweek
games.
1. Rivalries - Take a look at
some of the non-conference
opponents Eastern plays at
home. Chicago State, Western
Illinois, Saint Joseph's, Saint
Louis and Illinois all make the
trip to Charleston.
There are some big rivalries
brewing, or already in place,
between the Panthers and these
Illinois or nearby teams. Not
only do the players know members of the opposing team from
battles in high school, but the
games also turn into major
recruiting wars.
After Panther wins over
Chicago State, Western Illinois
and Northern Illinois, it must be
nice for Panthers head coach
Jimmy Schmitz and his staff to
visit a recruit and tell the
prospect how Eastern was victorious against other schools he
may be interested in.
SE E GI LBERT
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FOOTBALL

Mobile QB Harris could jump-start offense
• Spoo will open up offense
for saphornnre signal callm;
but injuries a concm7t
By Dan Renick
STAF F WR ITER
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Sophomore q uarterback Andrew Harris led his w hite
team to a 17-0 spring game w in throwing a touchdown.

In his first spring scrimmage since
coming to Eastern, quarterback
Andrew Harris engineered the only
scoring drives of the day for the
Panthers.
Harris, a soon-to-be junior, led the
white team to a 17-0 victory that
showed off his abilities in the air and
on the ground. Harris threw for over
100 yards and ran for over SO more in
the scrimmage game that was played
with a running clock.
"I was just getting loose today and
back into things," Harris said. "I was
taking my time out there and making
sure I made good decisions."
Harris did so hooking up with four
different receivers on the day and only

"He looked comfortable
today, and he needs to be.
We may have to teach him
to slide ... "
-Bob Spoo, head coach

throwing one interception that was out
of his hands.
On the last white drive of the day,
Harris rifled a pass into coverage near
the goal line.
The ball hit off a defensive back's
helmet, sending the ball straight up
and the pass was intercepted on the
way down.
Harris looked on top of his game,
though, running out of the shotgun
more than in the past and rolling out of
the pocket.
Moving Harris out to his left and
right, allowed him to scramble on sev-

era! plays when receivers down the
field were covered.
On one rollout to the right Harris got
pressure from the outside and avoided
multiple tackle attempts from Kory
Lothe and other blue defenders before
dumping the ball off to Vincent Webb,
who is a new target for Harris.
"I've worked on catching the ball out
the backfield because it's so important," Webb said. "Andrew is a great
quarterback and a great athlete. The
offense has developed some chemistry
and should be really successful."
Head coach Bob Spoo was happy
with Harris' performance in the spring
game. Spoo said he is confident moving
Harris around and letting him use his
feet but doesn't want to go too far.
Letting Harris loose to run could result
in a long season of injuries for the
Panthers.
"He looked comfortable today and he
needs to be," Spoo said. "We may have
to teach him to slide before the fall
though."

